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Notes from the director •........•
When GilS is the p1<1ywright i11volved, tile only reasonable remarks that
In the case of
can be made on the play are those he wrote himself.
The Devil's Disciple, thus:

"The year 1777 is the one in which the passions roused by the
breaking-off of the American colonies from England, more by
their own 1,eight than their own will, boiled up to the shoot-
ing point, the shooting being idealized to the English mind as
suppression of rebellion and maintenance of British dominion,
and to the American as defence of liberty, resistance to tyranny,
ancl self-sacrifice on the altar of the Hights of Man.
Into tile
merits of these idealizations it is not here necessary to inquire:
suffice it to say, without prejudice, that they have convinced
both Americans and English that the most high minded course for
them to pursue is to kill as many of one another as possible,
and that military operations to tllat end arc in full swing,
morally supported by confident requests from the clergy of both
sides for the blessing of God on their arms."

It is Shaw's unique genius (and cha]lange) to be funny and at the
same time fearlessly critical to incite intellectual courage.
Indeed,
in the course of being entertained by wit and cliff-hanging melodrama,
playgoers get a generous dose thought provoking ideas. To stage such
a play requires the utmost attention to the fine philosophy expounded
by one of the most exciting playwrights of all time.
The excellent and hard working company for this show includes actors
that Theatre Three playgoers applauded in our first season. T. Y. Hill,
Jr. returns to the arena stage after a four year absence. When he
played Vladimir in our 1961 production of Waiting for Godot his com
patriot Estragon was David Nichols, who has also returned to Dallas
after several years away.
Joyce Nicholson, Shaw's heroine Judith Anderson, is another old frieud
who has been too long away. Miss Nicholson was the title player in
1961 1 s Sabrina Fair.
Hugh Feagin come upon the scene somewhat later, but has proved bis
versatility m'any times over in Theatre Three productions of Zoo Story,
Night of the Iguana, In White America, and Tlrnrber Carnival. �e�
all looking fprward to his Macbeth, scheduled for later this season.
Jessie Lee Fulton. appeared for us in Mrs. McThing in 1961 and in
last season's opener, Write :-1e a Murder. John MacLenah's previous
appearances for Theatre Three were both lastseason in Dark of the
� and a highly acclaimed portrayal as Tom in The Glass MenagerTe.
Two young veterans of Theatre Three's stage are Cathy McClenny and
Kimberly Webb. Jake Jones and Ralph ttuddleston last worked together
in The Solid Q£l£ Cadillac and serve as able technicians when off stage.
All in all it's been one of my most enjoyed directing chores.•. working
with old friends and the many new ones on a play by a rare rascal who
will continue to have his say about the world as long as audiences
enjoy a good argument as we]l as a good laugh!
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